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Rates
Basic rates include an hourly fee plus any makeup fee or prosthetic you want.

Hourly Fee
Flat Hourly Rate

(basic makeup session is between 45-60 minutes).........…...................................…................per hour $40

Makeup Fee
Halloween Makeup

(grease, cream, or water based face painting, makeup only type effects)………..……...……...starts at $15

Trauma Makeup - basic
(face paint, blood, gashes, cuts, bruises, wounds, minor 3 dimensional fx)……….…………….starts at $25

Trauma Makeup - advanced
(everything in prior kit plus advanced 3 dimensional fx, prosthetics)………….……….…….......starts at $35

Zombie Makeup - basic
(face paint, blood, gashes, cuts, bruises, minor 3 dimensional fx, minor prosthetics)…….……starts at $25

Zombie Makeup - advanced
(everything in prior kit, detailed 3 dimensional fx, detailed prosthetics, teeth, contacts)….……starts at $35

Old Age Makeup - basic
(grease paint, minor aging effects utilizing liquid latex)…………………………….........…......…starts at $30

Old Age Makeup - advanced
(grease paint, advanced aging effects utilizing liquid latex, prosthetics, bald caps)….…...…....starts at $55

Air Brush Makeup Application
(air brush application for the face, arms, legs, or wherever desired)…………………….….…....starts at $40

Please note, not all fees are represented here. These are the most common and represent a rough guide to what prices average. An average basic
makeup without 3D effects or prosthetics costs less than the advanced techniques. If you are unsure what your makeup entails, feel free to ask.

Prosthetics
Prosthetic Application

(gunshots, wounds, gashes, etc)……….……………………..........…...small $5.....medium $10..…large $15

Pricing rates are determined by the time, and supplies used on each individual makeup session. The prosthetics pricing is determined by the size of the
prosthetic as to the cost of materials needed for each prosthetic. If you want a more specific prosthetic, or custom made prosthetic you must contact me
in advance to work out all details including price.Horrific FX offers our own brand of various prosthetics for additional charge. Go to our online store to
view our Horrific FX prosthetics line. If you purchase any of our prosthetics, be sure to contact me as to which prosthetics you want.

Please contact me in advance if you are interested in more detailed effects such as contacts or detailed prosthetics.

Travel fees will also apply. Contact me for complete information regarding any travel fees.

If you have a Horrific FX coupon it is limited to just one coupon per session.

We accept cash, and most major credit cards.
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